
TECHNICAL SERVICE INFORMATION 
Built-in Wall Oven Cooling Fan Connections 

 

 
 
 

If the oven completely shuts down immediately after entering a cooking mode or self-clean, or if the oven 
displays an E118/E218 cooling fan fault, begin by troubleshooting the cooling fan. Models affected, 
instructions, and photographs are provided below. 

Models Affected 
27” M271ES MEMW271Ex HBL35x0UC ME301Ex MEMCW301Ex PODC302 
HBN3350UC ME271Ex 30” HBL54x0UC ME302ES MEMW301ES PODM301 
HBN34x0UC ME272ES DE30xFS HBL56x0UC MED302Ex MEW301ES PODMW301 
HBN35x0UC MED272Ex HB30x51UC HBL57x0UC MED302ES PO301 POM301 
HBN54x0UC MEM271Ex HBL33x0UC HBL8x50UC MEM301ES PO302 POMW301 
HBN56x0UC MEMCW271ES HBL34x0UC M301ES MEMC301Ex POD302  

Oven Not Functioning 
If the neutral wire is connected to the high or low speed terminal rather than neutral terminal, both the fan 
and the control module will be damaged instantly. Before replacing the control module, confirm that all 
connections to the cooling fan are correct and properly seated, as described in the Check Connections section. 
Also see Check for Interference below. 

E118/E218 Fault 
Four possible causes have been identified: 

 Reversed high and low speed wires 
 Hall effect sensor not seated properly 
 Wire routing coming in contact with the rubber end cap on the cooling fan 
 Upper plenum coming in contact with the rubber end cap on the cooling fan 

  
Before checking the connections, test the fan operation in high and low speeds and listen to the fan noise.  

 Start the oven in a cooking mode: fan should operate at low speed 
 Start self-clean mode: fan should operate at high speed  

When the fan switches from low to high speed, there should be an audible difference in the fan noise. During 
self-clean, the fan is running faster and should be noticeably louder.  

  
Continue to the next section and also see Check for Interference below. 

Check Connections 
After noting the FD number on the data tag, verify that all wires are connected correctly and seated properly 
(see table below and Figure 1 on next page). 

 Slide the oven out of the cabinetry so the rear of the unit is accessible.  
 Remove the back panel(s).  
 Check wire connections to the low speed terminal, high speed terminal, neutral terminal, and Hall 

sensor.  
 

FD Number Low Speed 
Terminal 

High Speed 
Terminal 

Neutral Terminal Hall Sensor 

Prior to 8809 White connector 
with BU/WH wire 

Blue connector with 
BU wire 

White connector 
with WH wire 

White Molex plug 
with WH, BK, RD 
wires 

8809*  
 

Connector may be 
either White with 
BU/WH wire or Red 
with BU/WH wire 

Blue connector with 
BU wire 

White connector 
with WH wire 

White Molex plug 
with WH, BK, RD 
wires 

After 8809 Red connector with 
BU/WH wire 

Blue connector with 
BU wire 

White connector 
with WH wire 

White Molex plug 
with WH, BK, RD 
wires 

* Change effective 09/15/2008. Units built prior to 09/15/2008 have white low speed connector; units 
built 09/15/2008 and after have red low speed connector. 

 Cont’d next page 
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The motor 
windings are 
stamped with N, 
H, and L to 
identify the 
Neutral terminal, 
High speed 
terminal, and Low 
speed terminal. 

 

The Hall sensor and 
the attached white 
molex plug 
connector with WH, 
BK, and RD wires, 
are shown here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The white (Low) 
and blue (High)  
connectors used 
in production 
until 
09/15/2008 

 

The red (Low) and 
blue (High) 
connectors used in 
production 
beginning 
09/15/2008. 

 

Check for Interference 
Confirm that the wires are not coming in contact with the rubber cap on the end of the cooling fan. If they 
are, unscrew the clip securing the wires, rotate it 180°, re-secure the wires inside the clip, and add a zip tie 
(see Figure 2).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wires are 
touching the 
rubber cap on the 
end of the cooling 
fan. 

 

Wires have been 
moved to the left, 
away from the fan, 
and a zip tie added. 

 
 
Also confirm that the upper plenum is not in contact with the rubber cap. If it is, push the cooling fan forward, 
and the plenum should drop down into the correct position. If there is still interference, bend the plenum down 
until it clears the rubber cap and the fan is operating as it should (see Figure 3). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rubber cap on fan 
must be clear of 
the upper 
plenum. If 
necessary, bend 
plenum down in 
area shown. 

For further assistance, contact our 
Technical Assistance Team at (800)444-9091. 

 
Visit QuickFinder at 

http://portal.mch.bshg.com/portal. 

 

Figure 1 Cooling fan connections 

Figure 2 Upper plenum wire bundle and cooling fan with rubber cap 

Figure 3 Upper plenum and cooling fan with rubber cap 
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